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1. INTRODUCTION 

The European Central Bank (ECB) recently initiated the Eurosystem Household Finance 

and Consumption Survey (HFCS) (see [1]). It collects a comprehensive set of micro data 

on private households' demographics, wealth, debt, and consumption in an ex ante-

harmonised way in the Euro area member states. As the financial crisis once again 

highlighted, such detailed information (on specific subgroups) are relevant for economic 

and monetary policy-making. Multiply-imputed data for the first wave of the HFCS 

(covering 15 Euro area member states) were disseminated to researchers in 2013.  

Micro data collected in wealth surveys like the HFCS are most prominently used in the 

field of household finance, where the interaction between private households and 

financial markets is investigated. Economic papers on the subject tend to ignore the 

nature of the data collection process, e.g. they treat the data as if being collected using 

simple random sampling (SRS). In light of the fact that surveys like the HFCS use 

complex survey designs (including multi-stage stratified cluster sampling), this might 

lead to incorrect variance estimation for  regression model parameters causing erroneous 

inference. This problem may well be aggravated by special survey designs aimed at 

sampling a disproportionally high share of wealthy households (who are prone to non-

response but of major interest for the data producer). Such oversampling was 

implemented in 9 out of the 15 country surveys of the HFCS.  

Using the HFCS research data set, some typical household finance models and a  

simulation study, we illustrate the resulting problems and propose correction methods.  

2. METHODS 

Besides other things household finance tries to explain households' decision to participate 

in risky financial assets as well as the share of liquid wealth invested in such assets. 

Typically some forms of logit/probit and tobit models are estimated.  

Due to confidentiality reasons the ECB does not provide any survey design information 

with the HFCS research data set. For the researcher the only possible way to incorporate 

design information into the model is to use the final household weights and (at least some 

of) the provided replicate weights which are based on a variant of the rescaling bootstrap 

of Rao and Wu (see [2] and [3]). 

We estimate some typical household finance models (see, e.g., references in [4]). The  

estimation procedure is in line with the one used in the R package survey (see [5]). We 

compare the results reached when a) no weights are used, b) only final household 

weights are used, and c) sets of replicate weights are used. The differences between the 

used weighting schemes are illustrated by some summary measures. We document the 

(in)stability of regression parameter variance estimates when replicate weights are used. 
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Furthermore we use a synthetic household population in the context of a small simulation 

study to show the 'real' impact of ignoring design information on the estimation of basic 

household finance models. In the course of the study we analyse if the impact of different 

survey designs which try to mirror the designs used in the HFCS varies. Furthermore, we 

compare estimation procedures only using replicate weights with estimation procedures 

which directly take design information into account.  

3. RESULTS 
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For a given set of (country) data and a given model there is a considerable variation in 

the significance of regression model parameters when different numbers of replicate 

weights are used (see Figure 1). For some parameters each of the commonly used 

significance levels might be reached when an 'appropriate' set of replicate weights are 

used in the estimation process. Accordingly, there seems to be a lot of leeway to 

manipulate model results to the analyst's liking. It is likely that this problem will even be 

more severe when the data are collected using oversampling designs. We expect 

confirming results in our simulation study. 

4. CONCLUSIONS 

In light of the highly unstable variance estimates of many regression model parameters 

resulting from replication weight-based estimation, we suggest that the maximum 

number of replicate weights provided for each household (1,000) be used in empirical 

research. Of course this will come at the expense of computation time. This should insure 

against likely wrong conclusions reached when, e.g., only 100 replicate weights are used. 

It would be favourable if the ECB or national central banks would find a way to add 

some further design information to the HFCS research data set without compromising 

confidentiality requirements. Overall, researchers should be more cautious when using 

micro data gathered using complex surveys to estimate regression models.   
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